MANAGING RELATIONSHIPS

FRIENDSHIPS are bound to happen in the workplace. We spend around 40 hours per week with our colleagues, and so connections are inevitable.

Further, there will be friendships fostered between senior management and employees, particularly within small and medium-sized enterprises and young companies. While these friendships can have their advantages, it is vital for the success of the business—and the morale of fellow colleagues—that measures are put in place to effectively manage close relationships in the workplace.

In this week’s issue, business author Brian Fielkow writes about the pitfalls of neglecting to establish boundaries with colleagues to whom we’re especially close.

He advises, “If a strong friendship grows, have a conversation. Set mutually agreed-upon boundaries. If you’re really friends, the boundaries will be accepted. If they are not accepted, then you should consider whether you’re being taken advantage of.”

Very few of us have no awareness of or have never played a part in office politics, which we all know too well can cultivate a toxic environment in an organisation if left unchecked. While it’s easier to let difficult situations fester without effective management to address any issues that might arise, it will undoubtedly be to the peril of the organisation that ignores the dangers that can be brought about by cliques and special relationships.

Indeed, if many such relationships are formed within an organisation, they may well serve to the detriment of the company and its performance. While it’s important to establish a personal connection with those with whom we work, it is imperative that we don’t overstep the mark.

Some might say that, in order for business to thrive, we must treat our colleagues almost in the same manner as we treat family members. However, in most cases, our families aren’t responsible for the bottom line—they provide us with love, care, and companionship. They don’t work with us towards business objectives.

In a recent report, Deloitte suggested that human resources and business leaders are faced with significant issues with regard to leadership and workforce capacity. Part of the problem, it suggests, stems from our social networks, cliques, and the special relationships we hold with business clients and other individuals.

Yes, it’s important to establish connections in the workplace to aid cohesion and innovation—but are we taking it too far to the point of allowing pleasure to dictate our business?

Till next week, Sandy

Editor, Leaderonomics.com

OFFICE ROMANCES—YAY OR NAY?

By SARA YEE
editor@leaderonomics.com

LOVE blends. Love takes a person and makes them the world—the perfect world. Then it all comes crashing down when they find you both inside the janitor’s room.

Office romances are perhaps to, put it plainly, romances that happen while you are working, with the added risk of being caught by your superiors.

While a lot people say you cannot stop love, being involved with someone, especially someone who is already in a relationship, can lead to a lot of trouble on both sides of the divide.

OFFICE ROMANCE

Case in point is Brian Dunn, the ex-chief executive officer of the electronics megastore Best Buy. Three years ago, he was suspected to have been involved with a female employee and whose “extra time” he couldn’t explain.

Romances in the office can be risky business and often, office regulations have clauses that are put in place to prevent it. It still happens, but how do you deal with such things?

What do you do when things heat up? Take to heart the case of Dunn and the lessons it offers you.

IF POSSIBLE...

Try to avoid office romances as much as possible, as it can cost you in a legal position to prevent it. It still happens, but how do you deal with such things?

Do what you do when things heat up? Take to heart the case of Dunn and the lessons it offers you.

For other great leadership insights, including those by Marshall Goldsmith, visit www.leaderonomics.com. If you missed any of our past issues, go to www.leaderonomics.com/publications and download for FREE!

DEEP-ROOTED ALIGNMENT

WHEEL alignment affects fuel efficiency, tire wear, tire performance, vehicle handling and maneuverability.

What is alignment? Why does it matter? And how do we achieve it?

We explore the importance of alignment in organisations, and the top down approach that is necessary for it to be successfully achieved.

As it is with many approaches in life, it all starts with self-alignment. How are you aligned with your personal goals and purpose? How does it translate with organisational alignment?

Evelyn Teh of Leaderonomics shares her take on this subject as we also touch on “surface alignment” and “minority effect”.

LISTEN TO THIS PODCAST!

Want practical tips to grow yourself as a leader?

Want to learn more about alignment?

Listen to this podcast by scanning the following QR code and post your comments there.

Alternatively, write to us at editor@leaderonomics.com.
**SETTING WORK BOUNDARIES**

**CAN THERE REALLY BE BOUNDARIES?**

By JOSEPH TAN
joseph.tan@leaderonomics.com

“Don’t ever take a fence down until you know the reason why it was put up.” – G.K. Chesterton

In today’s connected world, it is getting harder to compartmentalise communications – everywhere we go, there is probably a data connection facility available for us to stay in touch (case in point – I am now typing this article while waiting to board my flight). For anyone seeking to have a balance between work and life, it is becoming increasingly elusive because the boundaries between work and life are blurring – could we be reaching a societal situation where we work to live and live also to work?

Coupled with the expectations of high performance and a challenging economic environment, employees are constantly having to multi-task, multi-think and multi-train.

In fact, it is a common sight today that, everywhere you go, you see people switching screens and applications on their devices while eating, conversing and even while walking!

Is it no longer the case where we bring work home? We now have the situation where work feels right at home. Considering this indispensable sense of the pervasiveness of work, what boundaries should be put in place, or can there really be any boundaries at all?

Fences are constantly being taken down nowadays in the name of technological convenience, but we need to ask – Why was the boundary there in the first place?

**THE BOUNDARIES OF KEY PEOPLE**

Is life about relationships or is it about results? Human nature is such that we are driven by what is external unless there is the regular discipline of personal reflection.

The boundaries of key people in your life are established for three good reasons:

1. They are your source of wisdom and guidance (the senior ones).
2. They are your reasons for leaving a worthwhile legacy (the younger ones).
3. They are grateful for your coaching and contribution (the mentored ones).

If work has reached a point where your predominant thoughts are around your KPIs (key performance indicators) instead of the other KPI (key people investments), then we need to refocus our steps and reconsider putting the fence of key relationships back in its rightful place again.

Then again, this is easier said than done because while most of us instinctively desire to establish key people connections, the pressure to make ends meet could override even the best of intentions.

How then is it possible to respect the boundaries of key relationships while fulfilling the job description and challenging work demands?

**THERE ARE TWO POSSIBLE STRATEGIES**

**1. Discover Your Strengths**

According to Gallup, people who do focus on their strengths are six times as likely to be engaged in their jobs and more than three times as likely to report having an excellent quality of life in general. When you choose to regularly calibrate your job with your strengths, you are ensuring both professional and personal fulfilment.

**2. Date Your Relationships**

Someone once said that love is spelt t-i-m-e. My care for someone is reflected in the regularity of scheduled connecting moments. Often, people end up spending more hours at work not because they want to but due to the fact that our schedule tends to be filled up with the expectations of others if we do not first block off our items of priority. Those who are slave to time usually have not taken time to select the right master.

**THE BOUNDARIES OF KEY PURPOSES**

Recently, I had a conversation with a human resources director who lamented that while there was a grand scheme to transform the company by introducing a palate of tools for measuring almost everything, several employees resigned. Looking back, it wasn’t that the measurements were not important, rather there was no little effort spent to motivate the employees with a sense of purpose – crystallising the why behind the what.

People do rise up to assigned challenges but they first need to rise up from within. Employees at all levels of the organisation need to know – more than just what the company sells – what does the organisation stand for?

More importantly, an employee also needs to know – what does my life stand for?

**THE FENCE OF KEY PURPOSES IN ONE’S LIFE IS TO SAFEGUARD THE FOLLOWING.**

**1. Maxmise Your Limited Life**

If we could live forever and have all worldly wealth, then there is really no need to establish any sense of life purpose. I can do all I want without any regards to any constraints at all. However, life is not like that – on the contrary, your life is a limited edition. Without purpose and a moral compass, one’s life can be wasted away by the incessant demands of repetitive, routine work.

**2. Moderate Your Passion**

Passion without purpose is like zeal without knowledge. Sometimes, when we get excited about work, we forget about what really works, what really matters. This is especially needful for leaders who are in the limelight – there is a tendency to work to fulfil the expectations of the masses that the leader starts to lose sight of his personal life calling. Your passion ought to be fuelled by your purpose, not by popular expectations.

**IT IS ABOUT WELL-BEING**

Instead of asking each other – “How busy are you at work?” ask a more probing question – “How well are you doing at work?”

The answer to this question will reveal whether if the right boundaries are in place in your life. The boundaries of key people and key purposes are not meant to restrict you, rather they liberate you.

By focusing on well-being (and not just doing well), it gives a refreshing reminder to all of us that we are an individual first, and then we are an employee.

We are human beings, not a human doing. We work because it enhances our humanity, and if my work reaches a state where it dilutes my humanity, then it is a wake-up call that certain vital boundaries have been removed.

Joseph Tan is CEO of Leaderonomics Good Monday. His passion is to work with performance-focused leaders to capture the hearts and minds of their employees through a strengths-based and accountability-driven approach. Much of what is shared in the article above comes from his work as a Gallup-certified strengths coach. If you would like to enhance the engagement level of your organisation, email joseph.tan@leaderonomics.com for more details.
Knowledge and Insights Series
Making Sense of HR in Today’s World and Beyond

TalentCorp HR Network
TalentCorp is committed to build better and closer partnerships with employers to grow the HR community in Malaysia. Since the launch of the TalentCorp HR Network on Aug 15, 2014, TalentCorp has been working towards strengthening collaboration with employers and enhancing industry participation in talent development programmes. There are four key work streams aligned under TalentCorp’s initiatives – Diversity & Inclusiveness, Leadership Development, Graduate Employability, and HR Capability (see Figure 1).

In the space of HR Capability, TalentCorp collaborates with HR leaders and global HR bodies to promote the relevant upskilling programmes and adaptive human capital practices with the aim to build a pipeline of high calibre professionals who are business and solution centric in the current human capital management. This in turn, will better attract, develop and retain top talent for the country’s aspiration in becoming a high income, developed nation.

TransformatiVe HR
The first Knowledge & Insights (K&I) session in 2015 featured Ravin Jesuthasan (pic), managing director and global practice leader for Towers Watson Talent Management Practice. More than 70 HR professionals attended and participated in this session. Based on the book Transformative HR: How Great Companies Use Evidence-Based Change for Sustainable Advantage which Ravin co-authored, the session provided five principles to navigate HR decisions in tackling the growing complexities of the modern workforce.

The five principles are:
1. Logic-driven analytics
2. Segmentation
3. Risk leverage
4. Integration and synergy
5. Optimisation – i.e. high impact vs low impact programmes

Key takeaways of the K&I session:
- There is a shift in HR from being a service provider to educating, enabling and equipping business leaders.
- Effective analysis of workforce data provides answers to an organisation’s high-value questions, such as identifying traits and characteristics in successful employees working in business-critical roles.
- Through segmenting the workforce, HR may differentiate sourcing and reward strategies. This shift contributes to business value through the attraction of new talent and retention of critical talent.

The Future of HR
The latest K&I session was held in August 2015 on the topic of “The Future of HR”. TalentCorp invited Peter Cheese, CEO of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), to share his views on the future of work.

- Globalisation and Economic Change – Organisations are looking for job-ready people, and people who are aligned with organisations’ values. At the same time, employees want a greater voice in the workplace and a sense of meaning in the work they do. This leads to implications for people recruitment and development as HR re-thinks the workforce relationship.
- Technology and Digital – Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud (SAMAC) are four technological platforms that drives business innovation and direction. It is imperative for business leaders to optimise these platforms for organisation success.
- Workforce and Demographics – HR is a key enabler in developing line managers. There needs to be a mindset shift from controlling employees through policies and rule to empowering employees to take charge of their working life through a set of principles.

To watch the video, please visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=1F_LjCu6sM

LIST OF SPEAKERS
1st series – Dec 4, 2014
- Lyn Goodar, CEO, Australian Human Resource Institute (AHRI)
- Mary Chua, director of talent and rewards, Towers Watson
- Balan Krishnan, HR director, Altera

2nd series – Apr 3, 2015
- Ravin Jesuthasan, managing director and global practice leader, Towers Watson
- Karen Blal, regional director, CIPD
- May-Leng Leow, regional head, CIPD

3rd series – May 19, 2015
- Mario Ferrara, regional leader, global mobility, Mercer
- Prof Charles Fine, president, Asia Business School and Chrysler Leaders for Global Operations Professor of Management, MIT Sloan School of Management

4th series – Aug 13, 2015 at Penang
- Dr Kim Schofield, fellow AHRI
- Anil Shivadas, executive director, PwC Consulting Services

5th series – Aug 27, 2015
- Peter Cheese, CEO, CIPD
- Lee Fun-Han, senior manager, talent and organisation, Accenture

- Jenny Ooi, senior vice president, human resource, USG Burling Building Products Sdn Bhd
- “The topics presented were very relevant to current organisation HR trends. TalentCorp takes the trouble to research on the challenges faced by organisations and also looks into the future as to what would be pertinent trends HR professionals should take note of.”
- Momy Siew, executive director, People, Performance & Culture, KPMG
- “In today’s business landscape, often leaders are too busy trying to run the business and that includes HR leaders. The topics selected have been very much in line with the current trends. HR leaders are able to take on different perspectives and build on the internal knowledge within their respective organisations.”
- Nadiah Tauf Abdull, HR director, Experian Global Development Centre
- “What I appreciated most about these sessions was the insightful topics presented by the professionals which relates to the current HR trend in the market locally and globally. Looking forward for more insightful sessions!”
- Nor Azliza Abdul Rahman, senior general manager, group human resource division, Felda Global Ventures Holding (M) Sdn Bhd
- “The forum of K&I is a great platform where all HR leaders have such opportunity to congregate for networking, sharing of knowledge, ideas, challenges and best practices. It actually creates the sense of belonging as a community of practice of human resources. I am pleased to be part of the community. HR leaders gathering such as the K&I will definitely help bring HR community closer through networking, create a platform where HR leaders share their work experiences about current challenges, best practices, etc, and allow them to hear and learn from the speakers of their respective research subject and current market trend.”
- Teng Ewe-Seng, senior HR director, Keyight Technologies (M) Sdn Bhd

TalentCorp
For more information on TalentCorp HR Network initiatives, please visit www.talentcorp.com.my/our-work/initiatives/hr-network

Figure 2: AHRI Model of Excellence

Figure 1: K&I Series
No longer is data analytics solely focused on analysing employee data for lagging indicators such as headcount, reports and staff attrition rates. Now, they also focus on generating predictive and leading indicators to inform future workforce planning.

Employee branding by organisations can no longer be distin- guished from the consumer brand. HR leaders and employer brand can deliver exponential benefits to the organisation and to employees alike.

The consumer experience of an organisation’s brand promises is often shaped by interactions with employees.

Employee branding by organisations can no longer be distin- guished from the consumer brand. HR leaders and employer brand can deliver exponential benefits to the organisation and to employees alike. The consumer experience of an organisation’s brand promises is often shaped by interactions with employees.

The future HR professional: Being more than HR

The future of HR

“One key HR competency of the future will be agility — responding to the changing demands and expectations of businesses and employees; changes in how and where work gets done and what employees want from their employers. Successful HR leaders of tomorrow will be shifting their focus from consistency and control to providing frameworks that allow organisations to categorise employees in terms of their needs, and will customise the employment deal accordingly.”  
— Clare Muhiudeen, managing director, Talent & Rewards, Asia Pacific, Towers Watson

One of the key enablers for HR to play a strategic role is harnessing technology to mine data that may not be available manually, and using this data to draw actionable insights.

HR plays a pivotal role in measuring the value of the firm on all assets through strategic talent management and aligned performance management and reward programmes.

Organisations are simplifying and accelerating leadership development, and are investing in new tools and technologies to deliver on this commitment. Businesses are increasingly leveraging human capital data that reflect employee and business performance.

Companies are struggling to develop leaders at all levels and are investing in new and accelerated leadership models.
By NINA TI

M ALAYSIA, in its pursuit towards achieving high income nation status by 2020, will not be able to reach it without having a cadre of HR professionals. To raise the bar for the HR profession, TalentCorp has joined forces with some of the leading HR certification training providers in the country, providing funding support to employers and opening the door for more involved participation from HR leaders. This initiative in upskilling the capabilities of HR practitioners is in line with the human capital development strategic reform initiative of the Economic Transformation Programme, which is Malaysia’s roadmap towards achieving this economic status by 2020. One way is to ensure that organisations in the country understand how to strike the right balance between the interests of business and the capacity of its workforce. Leading employers understand the need for HR certification programmes as part of their human capital masterplan. These programmes are not merely window dressing to please the eye. They provide essential pre-requisite knowledge and skills for HR professionals, in effect building a sound platform for organisation leaders who have answered the call to action on improving their talent management initiatives. Since the launch of TalentCorp’s partnership with four key HR certification training providers last year, there has been a positive increase in number of participants – from 189 (in 2014) to 267 (as of October 2015).

“HR certification provides “the know” and “the know-how” of good people management and practices. If we can do this right, the interests and wellbeing of the workforce will be well looked after. This further translates into higher productivity, where the business and overall economy will also benefit.”
- Siti Aishah Md Lassin, head, diversity and capability programmes, TalentCorp

“My advice to HR practitioners who are either new or experienced is that they should obtain a HR Certification to improve their fundamentals in HR to add value to the business and gain a competitive advantage.”
- Lim Chee Gay, director, human resources and general affairs, Samsung Electronics Malaysia

“Businesses in Malaysia and other Asia Pacific countries are undergoing significant changes which require HR to step up and engineer, shape and manage some of the business changes. HR certification helps us move up.”
- Datuk Derick Khoo Chin Eu, senior general manager, group human capital, Tan Chong Motor Holdings Bhd
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Strengthening Malaysia’s HR Talent Pool

HR Certification Programmes

How Can HR Certification Help Your Organisation?

- Upskill the capabilities of HR practitioners in Malaysia
- Invest in training Malaysian employees on full time employment
- Select HR Certification Programmes which are co-funded by TalentCorp
- Increase adequate pipeline of HR professionals to be solution centric
- Develop HR professionals to be business and solution centric

Criteria for Employers

- AHRI Professional Certification in Human Resources
- Level 3 Certificate in Human Resource Practice
- Certified Human Resource Officer
- SHRM Certified Professional
- Certified Human Resource Manager
- Level 7 Certificate in Human Resources
- AHRI Professional Certification in Human Resources
- Certified Human Resource Officer
- SHRM Certified Professional

How to Apply?

1. Register and make full payment directly with training provider
2. Claim 50% of course fees from training provider when employee passes the HR Certification programme
3. Claim remaining 50% of course fees from HRDF if you are a HRDF contributor

Graduates of the SHRM programme offered by KellyOCG

Ecstatic cheers from graduates of the AHRI course organised by K-Pintar Sdn Bhd

Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM) programme in Malaysia is offered by KellyOCG, who collaborates with TalentCorp through way of co-funding. SHRM recently held its first graduation for 29 participants on Sep 28, 2015.

Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI) has achieved 100% passing rate which shows full commitment from the participants to follow through the programmes until completion, towards being a certified HR practitioner. The graduation ceremony on Oct 9, 2015 saw 76 participants receiving their HR certification from Johan Mahmod, CEO of TalentCorp and C M Vignaesvaran, chief executive of HRDF.

For more information on HR Certification Programmes, please visit www.talentcorp.com.my/our-work/initiatives/hr-certification-programmes
TREATING EMPLOYEES LIKE PALS CAN BE A DANGEROUS GAME

By BRIAN FIELKOW
editor@leaderonomics.com

4 Keep your work life and business life separate.
4 Don’t get involved in your employees’ personal matters.
4 There is no place for friendships in the office.

A ll of these sayings are age-old advice, but that advice is out of sync with what really happens in our workplaces. Inevitably, friendships form, and, oftentimes, it is impossible for employees to leave personal issues at home.

As business leaders, however, we have to recognize that, while work and personal lives intersect, and that while we ourselves are not immune to this intersection, we have a special responsibility to treat workplace friendships deliberately.

Knowing about your employees’ personal lives is just good management. Our employees are people with lives outside the office.

Being aware of what is going on “at home” is important, as it can impact your employees’ professional lives. Yet, while we have to be in tune with our employees’ personal lives, we also have to be equally aware of the drawbacks of this “friend zone”.

BEWARE: THE FRIEND ZONE

Friendships that develop among key executives and their employees can negatively impact business and professional life. So, be mindful.

Clique formations can result from friendship in the workplace. These cliques tend to operate outside of the normal organizational structure, and can create an uneven playing field.

**BEWARE: THE FRIEND ZONE**

Friendships that develop among key executives and their employees can negatively impact business and professional life. So, be mindful.

**CLIQUE ARE CORROSIVE**

Allowing cliques to develop is dangerous. When a group of employees starts going out to lunch, grabbing drinks after work, gossiping and excluding others, the rest of the team may feel like anonymous, unconnected, second-class citizens (some of whom may be your best workers).

Having an office that tolerates cliques will drive these superstars out the door.

1 THIS ISN’T A COUNTRY CLUB

If overt friendships develop, perceptions of an uneven playing field can develop.

Employees “on the outs” start to feel that your chummy pals have better access to you than does the rest of the team and that those pals are more likely to receive special treatment (e.g. deadline extensions, time out of the office, etc.).

2 DON’T PLAY POLITICS

Friendships make it more difficult to execute your duties as a manager. Imagine what will happen if a subordinate starts to take advantage of the relationship, showing up late to work, missing deadlines. Will you be prepared to act, or will that person get away with things no-one else does?

3 DON’T FORCED FUN

If you’re passionate about golf, roller skating, or any other hobby, don’t make that the key for employees to have access to you. Appreciate that your workplace has diverse people with diverse interests. Don’t force your personal passions on the team and don’t make that the only (or best) way for them to have access.

4 CREATE SEPARATION

You must be able to separate friendships from the execution of your duties. When the performance of one of your friends is declining, or your friend is taking advantage of the relationship and getting away with things no-one else is, you must be prepared to act.

The closer friends that you are – maybe your families and spouses are friends – the more difficult this can become. However, your role as a manager is to handle these sorts of issues when they arise.

**ENSURE LEVEL PLAYING FIELD**

Friendships are going to form. Let’s accept reality. But, once they do, it’s all about managing them.

We will have different levels of personal chemistry with different employees, and friendships may form with some and not others.

Our duty to the organization is paramount. We must make an extra effort to create a level playing field. We must be equally accessible to all of our team and ensure that treatment is fair and consistent.

**HERE’S HOW:**

1 PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE

Safeguard a level playing field. Make yourself equally accessible to all of your team members. Ensure that treatment is fair and consistent, and avoid talking with your friends about business issues that they otherwise would not have access to.

2 AVERT FORCED FUN

If your employees become interested in golf, roller skating, or professional wrestling, don’t make that the key for employees to have access to you.

Appreciate that your workplace has diverse people with diverse interests. Don’t force your personal passions on the team and don’t make that the only (or best) way for them to have access.

3 SET BOUNDARIES

If a strong friendship grows, have a conversation. Set mutually agreed-upon boundaries.

If you’re really friends, the boundaries will be accepted. If they are not accepted, then you should consider whether you’re being taken advantage of.

4 SHARE THE WEALTH

You don’t have to be “friends” to have a genuine interest in what’s going on with all of your team members outside of work. Showing a personal interest in your employees’ lives can help you be a better manager. For example, knowing what’s going on with them personally might explain a disruption in performance and allow for faster resolution.

**CONCLUDING THOUGHTS**

As leaders, we must know what is going on with our employees personally, to some degree. Showing an interest is the same as showing respect.

However, be aware of how that personal interaction journeys into “The Friend Zone”, and have a clear plan in place to manage it. Ignoring this reality is sure to damage your business and even your career.
Consider these five ‘great workplace’ myths:

MYTH 1: EVERYONE IS INCESSANTLY HAPPY

Over the past decade, the happiness literature has produced some compelling findings. Research conducted in lab and field experiments indicated that when people are in a good mood, they become more sociable, more altruistic, and even more creative. Not surprisingly, many organisations have attempted to capitalise on these outcomes by searching for ways to boost employee happiness. In many ways, it’s a welcome trend. Surely, a workplace concerned about the mood of its employees is preferable to the alternative.

But happiness also has a surprising dark side. When we’re euphoric, we tend to be less careful, more gullible, and more tolerant of risks. Not only is workplace happiness occasionally counterproductive, there is also value to so-called “negative” emotions, like anger, embarrassment, and shame. Studies indicate that these emotions can foster greater engagement by directing employees’ attention to serious issues and prompting them to make corrections that eventually lead to success. Instead of espousing positivity at all costs, leaders are better off recognising that top performance requires a healthy balance of positive and negative emotions. Pressuring employees to suppress negative emotions is a recipe for alienation, not engagement.

MYTH 2: CONFLICT IS RARE

Workplace disagreements, many of us implicitly believe, are undesirable. They reflect tension in a relationship, distract team members from doing their jobs, and therefore damage productivity. But research reveals just the opposite: in many cases, disagreements fuel better performance.

Here’s why. Most workplace disagreements fall into one of two categories: relationship conflicts, which involve personality clashes or differences in values, and task conflicts, which centre on how work is performed. Studies indicate that while relationship conflicts are indeed detrimental, task conflicts produce better decisions and stronger financial outcomes. Healthy debate encourages group members to think more deeply, scrutinise alternatives, and avoid premature consensus. While many of us view conflict as unpleasant, the experience of open deliberation can actually energise employees by providing them with better strategies for doing their job.

Workplaces that avoid disagreements in an effort to maintain group harmony are doing themselves a disservice. Far better to create an environment in which thoughtful debate is encouraged.

MYTH 3: MISTAKES ARE FEW

Suppose you’ve just been hired to oversee two teams. Before your first day on the job, you receive a report summarising each team’s performance during the past year. One statistic immediately jumps out: In the average month, Team A reports five errors. Team B reports 10. Which team is more effective?

On the surface, the answer seems obvious. Of course Team A is better—after all, the data show they commit half the number of mistakes. But are fewer errors really the best metric of a team’s success?

In the mid-1990s, Harvard researcher Amy Edmondson conducted a study looking at the performance of nursing units at a university hospital. What she expected to find was a simple correlation: one showing that units with the best managers and co-worker relationships recorded the fewest drug treatment errors. Instead, she found the opposite. Much to Edmondson’s surprise, nursing units with better nurse-manager relationships reported significantly more drug treatment errors, but not because they were less effective. They were simply more comfortable admitting mistakes when they happened.

Edmondson’s research underscores an important point. To achieve top performance, we must first recognise and learn from our mistakes. And for that to happen within a workplace context, for employees to willingly acknowledge errors, they need an environment in which it feels safe to have honest dialogue.

Paradoxically, fostering top workplace performance requires a new way of looking at failure. Instead of treating mistakes as a negative consequence to be avoided at all costs (thereby making employees reluctant to acknowledge them), organisations are better off making improvement a priority rather than perfection a primary objective.

MYTH 4: THEY HIRE FOR CULTURAL FIT

Organisations no longer select job candidates solely on the basis of their skills or experience. They hire those whose personality and values are consistent with their company culture.

Among the more vocal proponents of this approach is Zappos, the online shoe distributor. But lots of other companies have extolled the virtues of hiring for cultural fit.

The idea holds intuitive appeal. When employees share similar attitudes, they’re more likely to get along, and more likely they are to produce. Right?

Not necessarily. There’s a point at which too much similarity can stifle performance. For one, similarity fosters complacency. We get stuck doing things the way we’ve always done them because no one is challenging us to think differently.

Similarity also breeds overconfidence. We overestimate the accuracy of our opinions and invest less effort in our decisions, making errors more common. In a 2009 study, teams of three were asked to solve a problem with the help of a new colleague who was either similar or dissimilar to the existing group. While homogeneous teams felt more confident in their decisions, it was the diverse teams that performed best.

The newcomers pushed veterans to re-examine their assumptions and process data more carefully—the very thing they neglected to do when everyone in their group was similar.

Finding the right degree of cultural fit in a new hire is tricky. When the work is simple and creative thinking is rarely required, the homogeneous workforce has its advantages. But the same can’t be said for organisations looking to be on the forefront of innovation.

Here, exposing people to different viewpoints can generate more value than ensuring that they gel.

MYTH 5: THEIR OFFICES ARE FULL OF FUN THINGS

On every list of great workplaces to work for, the top organisations offer lavish amenities. Twitter, for example, has a rock-climbing wall. Zynga lines its hallway with classic arcade games. Google provides a bowling alley, roller-hockey rink, and volleyball courts, complete with actual sand.

Given the frequency with which resort-like workplaces are recognised, it’s become easy to assume that to build a great workplace, you need to turn your office into an amusement park.

Not true. To thrive at work, employees don’t require luxuries. What they need are experiences that fulfill their basic, human needs. As decades of academic research have demonstrated, we perform at our best when we feel competent, autonomous, and connected to others.

In conclusion

What differentiates great workplaces is not the number of extravagant perks. It’s the extent to which they satisfy their employees’ emotional needs and develop working conditions that help people produce their best work.

For too long, we’ve relied on assumptions when it comes to improving our workplaces. Isn’t it time we looked at the data?
THE FUTURE OF ONLINE RECRUITING

COMPANIES THAT MASTER THE ART AND SCIENCE OF ONLINE RECRUITING WILL ATTRACT AND KEEP THE BEST PEOPLE.

By NINA TI
nina.ti@leaderonomics.com

Organisations are quickly finding their way into the booming Internet recruiting business. These days, leading employers are marketing jobs online, eager to capitalise on the Internet’s enormous power to spread information through informal networking.

In order to attract the right talent, these companies are putting digital collaboration at the heart of their hiring plans – keenly aware that in the next five to 10 years, the Gen Z will be hitting the workforce in large numbers. This emerging generation of hyper-connected, tech-savvy young people will most likely be tapped through Internet-based hiring processes.

According to the Harvard Business Review, the trend for employers to market jobs online will be the biggest, most radical change in the war for talent. It serves employers to learn how to win the best employees and gain market share.

If you are interested to learn how your company can promote itself cheaply and effectively in the virtual job market, then a session with one of the foremost consultants on graduate recruitment issues, Adam Shay, might be the thing for you.

Shay leads Alexander Mann Solutions’ global consulting services functions, a 100+ strong team of consultants with deep subject matter expertise in employer brand, assessment, diversity, career transition and graduate services. He will be speaking in Kuala Lumpur on November 12 at the Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers Conference.

In this keynote presentation, Shay will touch on some key topics facing graduate recruitment professionals as they adapt to a digital world where the line between corporate and employer brand is blurring and tech-savvy students are taking a “digital DIY” approach to engaging with your brand.

Key topics will include:
- Truly experiential marketing – learnings from the consumer world
- Editorial style content generation for the socially enabled world
- Using the assessment and selection process as an engagement tool
- Turning onboarding into a collegiate experience

This event is for you if you would like to help your company drive a digitally-enabled candidate experience.

Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers Conference 2015 will take place on November 12 at One World Hotel, Bandar Utama. For sponsorship opportunities or to register for the event, visit malaysias100.com

I’ve spent my career trying to help organisations build emotional connections with current and future employees; to help them attract and engage top talent that have a lasting effect on the bottom line.

– Adam Shay

Unlocking the Barriers of Communication with Your Teens

Do you find connecting with your teenager to be a struggle?
Do you try to find common ground but find yourself constantly stuck in a rut?

At Leaderonomics Youth, we are committed to equipping parents with the tools to foster a deep and meaningful relationship with their children.

Our workshop, Unlocking the Barriers of Communication with Your Teens, can help you to move beyond the struggles that teenage years can bring and strengthen the bonds between you and your children.

Sign up now at www.leaderonomics.org/parentworkshop or email jean.selvam@leaderonomics.com for further questions.

Jean Selvam is passionate about working with parents, children and youths from diverse backgrounds. She graduated from San Diego State University with a M.Sc in Counseling, specializing in Marriage & Family Therapy. In addition to being a therapist at Rekindle Centre, she is also part of the Youth Programmes team at Leaderonomics, a social enterprise with a focus on building leaders of every age. Through the years, she has learned the importance of parental involvement in their children’s lives and strives to empower parents to build meaningful relationships with their children.

DO YOU MISS LAST WEEK’S PULLOUT?

Good news! You can download previous pullouts for free. Find all your favourite leadership stories at www.leaderonomics.com
By JEAN SELVAM
jean.selvam@leaderonomics.com

One of the most common complaints about teenagers from parents is that their teens do not communicate with them. As a therapist, I have met many perplexed and upset parents who feel that their children refuse to share stories about their lives. My general response to them is that teenagers typically prefer to keep to themselves or confide in their peers. On the other hand, I have also met many teenagers who say that they do not feel heard, neither do they feel safe and comfortable talking to their parents — so what is the point? These statements made me wonder about the parent-child dynamic, and what is actually occurring on both sides that has led them to a place of non-communication.

**TAKE THE TIME TO LISTEN**
Parents complain of the lack of communication and teens grumble about their parents not listening to them. Now, this is a vicious cycle isn’t it? When one party speaks, the other party should listen and provide the assurance that the other’s words are being heard. If not, the person speaking will eventually feel misunderstood, disregarded and ultimately stop talking, thereby making the other person feel shut out. The act of listening, understanding and giving assurance is also known as “active listening”. It is a communication skill that can bring greater connection, cooperation, clarity and understanding to relationships. Many of us have heard about active listening, but how exactly does having this skill help in a parent-child relationship?

Let’s begin by looking at things from your own perspective, with regard to your personal relationships, whether it is with a partner, a sibling, a friend or a colleague. Imagine feeling distressed and upset about a particular situation, and you decide to confide in your partner. While you are talking, your partner is busy multitasking and barely looks at you, besides giving you some nods, saying “hmmm” and “oh really”. How would you feel during this one-sided conversation? If you continually receive this feedback, would you approach this person again to share or consult with about events in your life, be it good or bad? Going back to the question above on how active listening can help cultivate a close parent-child relationship, some of the most important things that will occur is having mutual respect, understanding, and trust between the parent and the child.

Children will learn that no matter what their parent is doing, mum or dad will prioritise them and put their full focus on the conversation. The children will thus feel respected and understood by their parents. As time goes by, no matter how big or small a problem is, children will feel comfortable enough to confide in their parents, because they trust they will actively listen to them with an open heart and open mind.

**PICKING UP ON SILENT CUES**
Active listening encourages the parent to pick up on a lot more of the non-verbal communication: tone of voice, eye contact, facial expressions, body language, and noticing what’s not being said through hesitation in the voice. It’s all too easy to view communication in terms of facts and ignore the all-important emotional information. It will then come as no surprise when, through active listening, there is more empathy between the parent and the children during challenging or stressful conversations. Empathy can help to soften the approach and de-escalate a conflictual situation, because there is more understanding of feelings and their underlying meanings.

When a parent uses active listening, children generally feel more supported, and less controlled. It’s hard for parents to resist giving endless advice and lectures, as they feel the huge responsibility of teaching their child. But then again, how do your teens react when the conversation turns one-sided again with all the advice you’re giving? Do they feel better when a parent tells them what to do? Most times, I wonder if your children want to be told what to do or would they prefer having a conversation with you about their difficulties. Active listening will slow down the need to give advice and create assumptions, and will instead create a space for your children to feel safe and supported to share their worries. Parents can guide, facilitate, reflect and support without taking over control of their children’s problems. As a result, children who feel respectfully listened to tend to seek their parent’s advice and guidance much more often.

**CONCLUDING THOUGHTS**
Parents are often baffled as to why their children will shut down and refuse to speak or interact when they’re clearly troubled. Parents know how much they love their children, and they hope or expect that their children can trust them enough for comfort. Yet, many of the responses from parents, including well-meaning advice or discipline, inadvertently give children the message that their feelings are not valued, cared for or understood. Those aren’t the messages any parent would want to send to their children. At the end of the day, if you actively listen to your children, a stronger relationship develops. This is a skill that can be learned and can truly transform how your children talk and listen to you.

A new approach to engaging with your children will generally improve the quality of two-way communication and cooperation.